WHY CHOOSE DHG?
We will leverage our comprehensive knowledge and experience to provide a thorough investigation.

resources to help navigate known & unknown risks

DHG’s Digital Forensics team includes highly qualified professionals with multidisciplinary technical knowledge and experience performing thorough digital forensics investigations.

WHAT WE DO
Our team has been trained in the latest forensics and evidence handling techniques, and we use the most sophisticated tools, including:

+ EnCase
+ Cellebrite
+ Physical Analyzer
+ Forensic Tool Kit
+ Passware
+ BlackLight
+ Tableau forensic duplicators & write blockers
+ Cellebrite UFED Touch
+ Purpose-built digital forensics labs with heightened security measures

DHG evaluates electronically stored information (ESI) from sources that include, but are not limited to laptops, desktops and servers; mobile phones and tablets; USB drives and SD cards; email accounts; and Facebook, Twitter, and web-based email.

WHY CHOOSE DHG
DHG provides you with more than just the ESI we recover. We will leverage our comprehensive knowledge and experience to provide a thorough investigation. We work with our firm’s forensics professionals to provide a dynamic, unified investigations team, eliminating the need to engage and coordinate forensic and financial professionals from multiple firms.
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OUR OFFERINGS

+ Deleted File Recovery & Analysis
+ Password Recovery
+ Internet History Analysis
+ Social Media Investigations
+ Attached Device Analysis
+ Indexing & Keyword Searching
+ eDiscovery Consulting
+ Internet Investigations
+ Incident Response & Breach Investigations
+ Malware Analysis
+ Network Security & Vulnerability Assessments